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DEAR PARTNERS,

WAO

Consumers throughout Europe have grown to love avocados.

The continent – including the United Kingdom – is the second largest consumer market 
in the world for avocados. Eating avocados has become part of a health-conscious 
lifestyle and it is hard to imagine a European supermarket that does not offer avocados 
to its savvy clientele.

At the World Avocado Organization, we have decided to provide vital support to retailers 
to make the best use of the growing consumer trend to buy avocados. 

This Brand Manual gives guidance on how avocados can best be presented and marketed.
From the official avocado logo and slogan, recipe card examples, store display layouts 
and print ads to online banners, this brand book offers you the necessary tools to 
present avocados as the top superfood in the world.

Sincerely yours,

Zac Bard Daniel Bustamante Xavier Equihua
Chairman Vice-Chairman Chief Executive Officer



THE WORLD AVOCADO ORGANIZATION

WAO

The World Avocado Organization (WAO) was established in February 
2016 as a multinational non-profit organization. Based in Washington, 
D.C., the WAO represents some of the world’s largest avocado 
producers, exporters and importers, including Mexico, Peru, South Africa 
and the United States of America. 

The organization’s primary purpose is to promote and increase the 
consumption, awareness and value of avocados in select international 
markets. The WAO’s first activity is a large-scale marketing and 
promotion campaign in the European Union including the United 
Kingdom.

The EU - including the UK - market is expected to grow by at least 15 
per cent per year in the next five years.



AVOCADO, THE FRUIT OF LIFE

WAO

Food is what fuels our bodies. Beyond mere survival, we are today 
looking closely at our eating habits in our search for high quality 
energy that allows us to perform at our best.

Avocados are a perfect nutritionally balanced food. They help us 
cope with our busy lives, achieving a whole new food/life balance.

Avocados are The Fruit of Life, offering everything we need to 
nourish our whole person; mind, body and soul. They o�ffer all the
essential nutrients that our bodies cannot produce on their own and, 
furthermore, a unique sensory experience deriving from their flavour, 
texture, aroma and appearance.

Avocados are the perfect superfood:
tasty, healthy and simply good for you.



NUTRITION FACTS

WAO

The avocado’s status as the world’s most favorite superfood is particularly evident when it 
comes to its nutritional value.

Avocados are a nutrient-dense food that contains an astonishingly high number of different 
vitamins and minerals: The vitamin E in avocados can help protect your cells from oxidative 
stress, whereas vitamin B6 contributes to the normal function of the immune system.

100 grams of avocado contain 485 mg of potassium, a mineral which contributes to the 
maintenance of normal blood pressure.

Unlike virtually any other fruit, avocados are rich in “good fats” (mono and polyunsaturated 
fats). These fatty acids can help maintain a normal blood cholesterol level, if they replace 
saturated fats as part of a balanced diet.

Moreover, avocados are sodium and cholesterol-free.

A 100 gram serving of avocado contains 7 grams of fibre, which is 27 % of the recommended 
daily amount. Fibre contributes to a normal metabolism.

The amount of folate contained in avocados helps you to reduce tiredness and fatigue and, 
moreover, contributes to a normal function of the immune system.

Looking at all of these amazing nutritional facts, it does not surprise that avocados are diet 
approved and fit in with recommendations by institutions like the American Heart Association . 
And the best thing is: eating avocados is a delicious way to maintain a healthy diet.



SEASONALITY

WAO

SUMMER

SPRING

WINTER

FALL

Consumers can enjoy the greatness of avocados throughout the year.

Avocados are grown in tropical and Mediterranean climates around the 
world in countries such as Peru, Mexico, South Africa and the USA. 

Supply is reliable, making it possible to purchase and enjoy the 
superfood 365 days a year.

Given the wide ranging use of avocados in modern cuisine, delicious 
avocados are a great food for any season: mouth watering and warm in 
a soup in winter, tasty as a sandwich ingredient in spring, refreshing in a 
healthy salad in summer, or simply satisfying and flavourful as 
guacamole when snuggling up on a stormy autumn day.

It’s always avocado season.



HOW TO PEEL/TO USE/TO EAT
THE FRUIT BEST

WAO

Your avocado gives in a little when you gently squeeze it? Its stem comes off easily when 
you flick it with your finger? Great you have a ready to eat avocado which you only need 
to stone and peel. Don’t worry, it’s easy:

In case your avocado is not yet ripe enough here are some quick tips on how to speed 
up the process at home: keep avocados at room temperature, put them in the fruit bowl 
with other fruit (specially bananas), or place them into a brown paper bag with bananas.



OVERVIEW WORLD MARKET

WAO

Consumers around the world are impressed by the avocado’s qualities as a 
superfood, its health benefits and its versatility in the kitchen. Therefore, it is not 
surprising that avocado consumption has increased significantly in past years and 
continues to see high growth around the world. Global avocado consumption is 
growing by about three per cent every year. Several distinct growth markets stand 
out, especially the European Union and the United Kingdom, for which a yearly 
growth rate of at least 15 per cent is anticipated for the next five years.

The largest market for avocados is the USA, with a yearly consumption of more than
1,100 million kilos. With approximately 650 million kilos of avocados per year, the EU is 
the second largest market for imported avocados. Imports mainly derive from ten 
different countries, including Peru, South Africa, Spain, Israel, Chile, Colombia, Kenya, 
Mexico and Brazil. 

With growing demand, the worldwide production of avocados has increased, rising
from 4,700 million kilos in 2013 to 5,030 million kilos in 2016.

Global avocado trade now exceeds 3 billion USD. Avocado cultivation and trade is an 
attractive growth segment. Continuous future growth can be expected especially in 
the EU as well as in Asia. 



WAO

HISTORIC ASPECTS
AND GROWING CONDITIONS

Almost 10,000 years ago, the delicious and nutritious avocado had already been 
discovered in its wild variety in Central America. It is believed that its cultivation started 
about 5,000 years ago, with Mesoamerican civilizations like the Maya and the Inca 
harvesting what they appreciated as a “fruit of the gods” from their own ahuaca trees.

In the 16th century, Spanish explorers were the first Europeans to encounter the 
avocado. They shipped the fruit that they termed “aguacate” to Europe, introducing the 
continent to this food. Today’s term “avocado” was coined as early as 1696, but it took 
many decades until the fruit gained in popularity outside Central America and the 
West Indies. First planted in Florida in 1833, avocados only became widely popular 
throughout the United States from the 1950s. In recent years, avocados have enjoyed 
great and increasing popularity in Europe, including the UK.

Today, the subtropical species of the avocado is enjoyed globally, and its cultivation 
has spread widely. Sensitive to wind and frost and requiring irrigation, avocados thrive 
in tropical and Mediterranean climates around the world with soils in Peru, Mexico, 
South Africa and the United States of America offering favourable conditions.



MAIN VISUAL GUIDELINES



WAO / Institutional Logo

INSTITUTIONAL LOGO

A

Main logo Security 

A



WAO / Institutional Logo

INSTITUTIONAL LOGO VARIANTS

Grayscale Negative

Monochrome
Positive



Logo + current sloganLogo

CONSUMER LOGO



CONSUMER LOGO / SECURITY GRID

The Half Avocado rule

A A
A

A

A



COLOR
Cromatic system

Secondary

DARK GREEN 

CMYK: 80/40/100/40

RGB: 50/90/40

# 325a28

FRESH GREEN  

CMYK: 50/0/100/0

RGB: 133/153/184

# 8599B8

GREEN

CMYK: 65/0/100/0

RGB: 111/195/48

# 6fc330

GREY

CMYK: 65/0/100/0

RGB: 111/195/48

# 6fc330

GRADIENT

CMYK: 58/48/47/0

RGB: 128/127/127

# 807F7F

CMYK system colour to be used for print materials.  

Institutional RGB to be used in a digital environment (Video/Web/Social).

COLOR

Main colour



TYPOGRAPHY
Typographic system

Secondary

Raleway

REGULAR

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

ITALIC

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

SEMIBOLD

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

BOLD

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

Futura Condensed Extra Bold

REGULAR

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

TYPOGRAPHY

THE FRUIT OF LIFE

avocadofruitoflife.com

Main



THE “AVOWAVE”



LOGO & “AVOWAVE”



THE “AVOWAVE” / USES

Bleeding marginsTop crop

Bottom crop

Please go to the “Applications” section of this

manual to see a complete range of examples

of the “Avowave” application in different materials.

Avowave / Basic geometry and crops



LOGO / MONOCHROME POSITIVE

Logo + Slogan



Logo + Slogan

LOGO / MONOCHROME / DARK BACKGROUND



THE FRUIT OF LIFE THE FRUIT OF LIFE THE FRUIT OF LIFE THE FRUIT OF LIFE

Logo + Simplified slogan

LOGO / MONOCHROME



THE FRUIT OF LIFE

THE FRUIT OF LIFE

THE FRUIT OF LIFE

Logo + Slogan
For various situations

LOGO VARIATIONS



LOGO / TRANSLATIONS

ENGLISH GERMAN SWEDISH

SPANISH ITALIAN NORWEGIAN PORTUGUESE POLISH

FRENCH



LOGO / TRANSLATIONS / MONOCHROME

ENGLISH GERMAN SWEDISH

SPANISH ITALIAN NORWEGIAN PORTUGUESE POLISH

FRENCH



LOGO / TRANSLATIONS / MONOCHROME

ENGLISH GERMAN SWEDISH

SPANISH ITALIAN NORWEGIAN PORTUGUESE POLISH

FRENCH



LOGO / TRANSLATIONS / MONOCHROME

ENGLISH GERMAN SWEDISH

SPANISH ITALIAN NORWEGIAN PORTUGUESE POLISH

FRENCH



LOGO / SPANISH LOCAL VARIANTS

CATALAN BASQUE GALICIANCASTELLANO



CATALAN BASQUE GALICIAN

LOGO / SPANISH LOCAL VARIANTS

CASTELLANO



LOGO / SPANISH LOCAL VARIANTS

CATALAN BASQUE GALICIANCASTELLANO



LOGO / SPANISH LOCAL VARIANTS

CATALAN BASQUE GALICIANCASTELLANO



LOGO / SPANISH / TRANSLATION EXAMPLE



TYPOGRAPHIC RENEWAL EN/SP

Current logo / Spanish versionCurrent logo / English version
Translation example



TYPOGRAPHIC RENEWAL EN/SP

Current slogan / Spanish version
Translation example

Current slogan / English version



LOGO / MONOCHROME POSITIVE

Spanish logo simplifiedCurrent logo simplified
Translation example



LOGO / MONOCHROME NEGATIVE

Spanish logo simplifiedCurrent logo simplified
Translation example



LOGO / MONOCHROME NEGATIVE

Spanish logo simplifiedCurrent logo simplified
Translation example



APPLICATIONS



FULL PAGE AD



FULL PAGE AD



BILLBOARD EXAMPLES



LOGO MONOCROMOCITY LIGHT POSTER



In case your avocado is not yet ripe enough here are some quick tips on how to speed 
up the process at home : keep avocados at room temperature, put them in the fruit bowl 
with other fruit especially bananas ), or place them into a brown paper bag with bananas.

CITY LIGHT POSTER



CITY LIGHT POSTER



FACTSHEETS



FACTSHEETS



PRESS RELEASE / TEMPLATES



PRESS ADVERT



CORPORATE FOLDERS 



A4 SHEET



BUSINESS CARDS



T-SHIRTS



APRONS



SIGNS



SIGNS



PROMOTION SKIRT / EXAMPLE



DISPLAY BINS



DISPLAY BINS



PAPER BAG



LOGO MONOCROMOSUPERMARKET BAG



LOGO MONOCROMOSUPERMARKET BOX



INDIVIDUAL FRUIT STICKER

www.avocadofruitoflife.com

DOWNLOAD
OUR FREE

E-COOKBOOK!



SUPERMARKET BOX AD



EXAMPLES OF STICKERS FOR AVOCADO PACKAGING



EXAMPLES OF STICKERS FOR AVOCADO PACKAGING
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Gratis kokbok
37 inspirerande recept 

med avokado



SIGNS



PROMOTIONAL ELEMENTS



FREE AVOCADO E-COOKBOOK



FREE AVOCADO E-COOKBOOK



MICHELIN GUIDE



AVOTRAM



AVOTRAM



AVOBUS



AVOBUS



AVO-BEER



AVOCAR



DIGITAL APPLICATIONS



WEBSITE



WEBSITE



WEBSITE



DIGITAL BANNERS / ONLINE ADVERTISEMENTS



SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT / FACEBOOK LOOK & FEEL



SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT / INSTAGRAM LOOK & FEEL



VIDEO TITLE CARD EXAMPLES

PRESENTS

HOW TO CUT AN AVOCADO FOUR WAYS

PRESENTS

FABERGÉ AVOCADO EGG






